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Galleria borghese english guided tour

@Steven, I don't think you're curmudgeon suggesting a video! I've only watched it for 10 minutes, and I'm learning a lot more about Bernin myself than I do on tour. While the presentation content is quite different from our vivacious Italian guide (whose credentials I don't know) and art historian Sir Simon
Shama's fabulous video essay. For me, however, there was something, albeit in the experience of an external Italian guide - in our case italian - to bring the material to life. Looking for the best borghese gallery guided tours? This article features an accurate guide to various tours available for visiting
borghese gallery, including private tours, group tours, excursions for children and families, and more. Determine which one best suits your needs and how to pay the best price. If you already want to book your Borghese Gallery Guided Tour right now and don't want to read further, click here to book your
Borghese Gallery tour. For those looking for just tickets, click here to book their Borghese Gallery ticket. Borghese Gallery tours – Is it worth taking a tour? Doing a guided tour is worth it for a number of reasons: Don't worry about anything – Your guide knows everything about borghese gallery. You only
have to be in the rendezvous point at the right time and the guide will do everything. Know everything about the Gallery - a guided tour allows you to ask questions of a guide who will systematically answer you. Guides have excellent knowledge of the gallery and accurately describes the works of art you
see. Enjoy every moment – If you visit the monument itself, you can forget about some special places, regardless of their importance. With the expert guide, you will see everything and learn as much as possible. Borghese Gallery Tours - Which one is right for you? Here's a look at the various options
tours you can choose from: Separate tours of Group Tours Kids &amp;amp; Family trips Decide what type of Borghese Gallery tours you want to book borghese gallery private trips If you are looking for an accurate description and visiting according to your needs, then a private tour is definitely for you.
With a private guide, you avoid crowds and make the most of your time. Most guides speak English, especially if you are in a group that you feel more comfortable in. In addition, there are some offers just a hotel pick-up so you don't have anywhere to meet. In some cases, you can visit the Villa
Borghese, Capitoline Museums, Doria Pamphil Galleries, Vatican Museums, Piazza del Popolo or Villa Farnesina in addition to the Borghese Gallery. Group tours include 6-15 people. If you have difficulty listening clearly and guide says there is no need to worry: headphones are often added. In addition
to skipping the line and visiting borghese gallery, many group tours also include a visit to borghese gardens. Don't miss this great opportunity! Compare Borghese Gallery group tours of borghese gallery for children and family trips It is obvious that travelling with young children can be a difficult situation
because they may get tired or bored when visiting a museum. Fortunately, some of the borghese gallery tours were designed specifically for children. There are many benefits to choosing these trips: For a start, you will have a useful child-friendly guide to entertaining your children and making them enjoy
a visit to the Borghese Gallery. Games, activities and multimedia offers are designed for children so they have fun throughout the visit to Borghese Gallery. You skip the line and avoid waiting time. This is a private tour: you and your entire family are at borghese gallery just for you! Compare borghese
gallery family tours Are there any Borghese Gallery tours included in the Roma passport or Omnia card? The Roma passport provides free access to the Borghese Gallery, but does not include gallery tours. The Omnia card is the same: it offers free access to the gallery, but no excursions are included. Is
it possible to visit borghese gallery for free? Yes, it is: all receptions are free on the first Sunday of the month. In addition, children and young teenagers benefit from reduced prices at the entrance to the gallery. Borghese Gallery is not free, however. What do I see? Bernini's rape of Proserpina Borghese
Gallery is one of the most fascinated art museums in the world. The hotel's 22 rooms have many huge masterpieces, including paintings by Raphael, Titian, Caravaggio and Rubens. The original collection was built by Cardinal Scipione Borghese. Here are some of the most famous masterpieces you can
see in the Borghese Gallery: Bernini's Rape of Proserpina marble sculpture. Raphael's testimony painting. Caravaggio's Madonna, Child and Serpent painting. Titiani's Venus Blindside-eyed Cupid painting. Rubens' Susanna and parents' painting. Borghese Gallery is located in Villa Borghese (80-ha park)
in Rome, Italy. The villa reads with various museums: The National Etruscan Museum Villa Medici National Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art Museo Civico di Zoologia Pietro Canonica Museum Carlo Bilotti Museum Bioparco di Roma Villa Borghese contains many sculptures and paintings that can
be difficult to understand and analyse without the knowledge of their authors. Therefore, a guided tour could really change the experience of visiting Villa Borghese and make you enjoy your stay in Rome! What are the opening hours of borghese gallery? Borgues Gallery is open every Tuesday until
Sunday from 09:00 to 19:00. there is no entrance/ entrance after 17:00. Travel tips Art historians often take group trips, which adds context to the work of art you follow. Borghese Gallery is located in Villa Borghese, Rome's largest city park. You will find lakes, temples, fountains, statues and many
museums. You'll be impressed by the combination of nature and Roman art. Free WiFi is available throughout the gallery. Don't be afraid to comment below if you have any questions about Borghese Gallery tours. Enjoy your visit to borghese gallery. This house collects the art of legendary painters and
sculptors such as Berini, Messina, Raphael, Caravaggio, and many others. These works of art were originally assembled by the wealthy Cardinal Scipione Borghese. The Borghese family continued to add pieces to the incredible collection. In the 19th century, some works of art were sold to the French
state when the Borghese family went bankrupt. These pieces are still preserved at the Louvre. Since 1903, the museum has been open to the public and has seen significant restoration and modernization of the work. On your visit, you will be accompanied by an expert English-speaking guide who will tell
interesting anecdotes about the museum and works of art. Look into the depths of the deposition of Bernini's famous sculpture Apollo and Daphne and Raphael. The history behind the works of art and the way they came to the Borghese Gallery, which is explained by the guide, is as intriguing as the
works of art. Italians admired deeply the English garden during the Renaissance, and Flaminio Ponzio, one of the most popular architects of 17th-century Rome, designed Borghese Gardens to resemble their English Gardens. The tour is crowned with a visit to Pincio Terrace, a magnificent vantage point
from which you can see much of Rome from a completely fresh perspective. Enter the Borghese Gallery, one of the best museums in Rome, with a professional guide and discover its extraordinary art collection, including works by Bernini, Caravaggio and Raphael. Borghese Gallery Bernini Apollo and
Daphne Young Woman with Unicorn by Raphael Boy with Korv ifruit by Caravaggio Antonio Canova's Venus triumphant inside the Borghese Gallery, Head Piazza Scipione Borghese, in the heart of Villa Borghese, Rome's most important green-space, where your guide awaits you. Read about this
symbolic park and then follow your guide directly to galleria borghese. Housed in a beautiful villa, it is considered one of the best private art collections in the world and is one of the capital's top art museums. Led by a knowledgeable guide, you can embark on a 2-hour guided tour. In the 17th century,
Cardinal Scipione began a wonderful collection of private art at the Borghese Museum. It consists mainly of paintings, sculptures and fairy which are wonderfully arranged and non-pharmacological. Admire its numerous masterpieces as you learn about the history of the gallery and the life of artists. One of
the most important paintings is Raphael's Wife with a Unicorn. The artist added the legendary animal to the portrait of a young woman who, according to several theories, is a family member of the Borghese family. Another highlight is the caravaggio tree basket boy. This is a clear example of dramatic
Tenebrist-style lighting. Sculpture in dedicated rooms are also fascinating, works of art such as Canova's Venus Triumphant, which is famous for its realism. What's more, the nineteenth-century life-size neo-classical statue depicts Pauline Bonaparte as Venus Victrix. You also admire Bernini David, the
Baroque gem. When the tour ends, you can stay in the museum and continue your visit at your own pace. All our service providers comply with local legislation and applicable health recommendations on protective material and safety to prevent the spread of Covid-19. Adults 18-25 years of age children
under the age of 8 Years of age The activity is carried out by a guide that speaks English. History Art expert English language guide. Entrance to borghese gallery. Water bottle 50 cl. Book as soon as possible to ensure availability, especially on public holidays and celebrations. If there are still places
available, you can book until the previous day (Roman local time). We'll send you a voucher that you can show on your phone to participate in activities. Q - How to book? A – To reserve an activity, select the date and fill in the form on this page. You'll get your confirmation now. If you have any more
questions, see our section on frequently asked questions. If you need help booking an activity or if you have any enquiries, please contact us. No (not suitable for people with reduced mobility). mobility).
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